# MADE Startup Map

- Danish startups developing manufacturing technology of the future

## Automation and robotics
- Techvolver
- Made4CNC
- RiACT
- Zensi
- MEILI ROBOTS
- High Precision Systems
- FLIP robotics
- AIM Robotics
- Uniwelco

## Sustainability, waste optimisation and circular models
- CELUGY
- NordInvent
- CLENFLEX
- SemperCycle
- plaloop
- TREXTILE CHANGE
- ARIS ROBOTICS
- Trebo
- Ento Labs
- TECMAT
- NorFalk

## Sensor technology, big data and AI
- neuro space
- siana
- HEXA STATE
- quatro group
- BioX
- SulfiiLogger
- IoTbee
- Dots Fabric

## 3D-print and additive manufacturing
- ATLANT 3D nanosystems
- VitaSim
- Hololink
- Collective Flow
- Euler

## Augmented reality and virtual reality
- move2x
- SUPPLIOS
- Pardec
- Gitrendlog.io
- Supplybase

## Digitalisation and Industry 4.0
- WITRICS
- Encida
- OPEN IA?

## Modularisation and design for manufacturing
- RD8
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